Abstract. A simple game is a structure G = (N, W) where N= {!,'... ,ri) and W is an arbitrary collection of subsets of A'. Sets in W are called winning coalitions and sets not in W are called losing coalitions. G is said to be a weighted voting system if there is a function w : N -» R and a "quota" q e R so that X € W iff ¿2{w(x): x e X} > q . Weighted voting systems are the hypergraph analogue of threshold graphs. We show here that a simple game is a weighted voting system iff it never turns out that a series of trades among (fewer than 22 not necessarily distinct) winning coalitions can simultaneously render all of them losing. The proof is a self-contained combinatorial argument that makes no appeal to the separating of convex sets in R" or its algebraic analogue known as the Theorem of the Alternative.
For our purposes, a simple game (or voting game) will be any pair (N, W) where N = {1, ... , «} and W is an arbitrary collection of subsets of N. (Additional conditions, such as those in [S] , will not be imposed.) Much of the intuition for what we do comes from the context in which (N, W) corresponds to a voting system in which an alternative (such as a bill or an amendment) is pitted against the status quo. Sets in W are called winning coalitions and correspond (intuitively) to those collections of voters sufficient to guarantee passage if they all vote "aye." Sets not in W are called losing coalitions. The study of simple games goes back to the 1944 work of von Neumann and Morgenstern [VM] ; some additional basics are laid out by Shapley [S] .
The voting game (N, W) is said to be a weighted voting game (or a weighted system with quota) if there exists a function w : N -» R and q e R so that XeW iff ^{w(x):xeX}>q.
The original European Economic Communinty [B] , where France, Germany, and Italy were given four votes each, Belgium and the Netherlands two votes each, and Luxembourg one vote, with a quota for passage of twelve votes out of the seventeen possible votes, is a real world example of a weighted voting system. A simple game (N, W) in which IF is a collection of two element sets corresponds, of course, to a graph. If (N, W) is also weighted then it corresponds to a threshold graph, and these have been well-studied [W] . In particular, the problem of characterizing exactly when a graph is a threshold graph has been handled by Chvatal and Hammer [CH] , Peled [P] , and others. The analogous question in our present context, that is, the finding of a simple property that characterizes weighted games among simple games, goes back at least to Isbell in the mid-1950s [IS] . One answer that has been provided (see [HIP] ) is the observation that if we identify a coalition with a point in «-space, then (N, W) is weighted iff the convex hull of the winning coalitions is disjoint from the convex hull of the losing coalitions. (This identification allows one to appeal to the well-known separation theorem for convex polytopes.) Another answer (again using known results about separating convex sets) is the recent theorem of Einy and Lehrer [EL] for the monotonie case. The drawback to these approaches lies in the extent to which both the properties and proofs make essential use of ideas that seem less than indigenous to either the game-theoretic or voting-theoretic context to which they apply.
Our goal in what follows is to characterize weighted voting in terms of the ways in which coalitions can gain or lose by trading among themselves. The extent to which trading is intrinsic to an analysis of voting has been clear since the introduction by Isbell [IS] in the 1950s of the desirability relation (where p is defined to be at least as desirable as q if every winning coalition containing q but not p remains winning when q is traded for p ). The trading property we introduce here can be motivated in part by the following. One hears in sports of a "trade that helps (or hurts) both teams." This is certainly possible in team sports like football or basketball, where success depends not just on the individual talents of each player but how these talents mesh together. On the other hand, this is essentially not possible in individual sports (contested in a team setting) like bowling, golf, track, or gymnastics. Sports in the former group correspond to nonweighted systems; those in the latter group to weighted systems. This basic idea is formalized in the following.
Definition. A voting game will be called k-trade robust if it is never possible to convert a sequence of k (not necessarily distinct) winning coalitions into a sequence of k (not necessarily distinct) losing coalitions via a series of trades (of perhaps different size batches of players) between pairs of coalitions. G will be called trade robust if it is k-trade robust for all k .
Our main result is the following. ( 1 ) G is a weighted system. (2) G is trade robust. (3) G is 22"-trade robust.
Notice that a naive checking of (3) is a finite (albeit lengthy) process, whereas a naive checking of either weightedness directly or the intersection of the convex hulls of W and ¿P(N) -W is an infinite process. Moreover, Theorem A actually provides a fairly simple and uniform procedure for showing that certain games are not weighted: one produces a sequence of winning coalitions (often two in the real world, although we show elsewhere [TZ1] that fixed k will not suffice) and indicates trades among them that convert all of them to losing coalitions. Real world examples, including the U. S. Legislature and the procedure to amend the Canadian Constitution, appear in [TZ2] .
We leave the proof that ( 1 ) implies (2) in Theorem A to the reader; of course, (2) implies (3) is trivial. Our proof that (3) implies (1) will proceed by inductively constructing the weighting in such a way that at each stage, the unweighted part acts like it is reasonably trade robust and the weighted part behaves as if it were part of a correct weighting. This is formalized in the following. It is easy to see that if G is 22" -trade robust then the empty function is trade robust for ^4 = 0, and if / is trade robust for A = N then (N, W) is weighted. (The former statement requires the observation that if condition 4 above holds, then the X¡ can be converted to the X¡ by a sequence of trades. This is, of course, completely trivial if the X¿ axe disjoint, for one can then associate an ordered pair (i, j) to each person p to indicate that they start in X¡ and end up in X\. If the X¡ axe not disjoint then condition 4 allows one to add subscripts for the various occurrences of p and to then treat the X¡ as if they were disjoint.) With these observations, it is now easy to see that Theorem A is a consequence of the following.
Theorem B. Suppose G = (N, W) is a simple game, A c N, and f is trade robust for A. Suppose üq e N -A. Then there exists Co e R so that f U {(iZo > Co)} is trade robust for A U {ao} . Proof. The intuition behind the argument is that when a real number c fails to be an appropriate choice for the weight of ao, it can be classified as failing because it is too "light" or too "heavy." The proof involves making these distinctions precise, and then proving a sequence of claims, which ultimately establishes that the supremum of the "low failures" is strictly less than the infimum of the "high failures." This, together with the observation that any failure is either a low failure or a high failure, leaves a nonempty open interval of choices for the desired Cn . showing that /u {(ao, cq)} is not trade robust for A u {ao} and \{i:a0eYl}\>\{i:aoeY!}\.
(Intuitively, c is a choice of weight that is too low for üq , and this is exploited in the witnessing sequences by using üq excessively in the winning coalitions.) Similarly, we will say that c is a "high failure" if there exists such a sequence with the inequality going the other way.
Claim 1. Every failure is either a high failure or a low failure.
Proof. If c were neither a high failure nor a low failure, then any sequences of coalitions that showed it to be a failure at all would involve an equal number of occurrences of üq among the Y¡ and among the Y[. But then the occurrences of ao could all be shifted from the Y¡ and YJ to the corresponding X) and X\, with conditions 3 and 4 in the definition above preserved. This would then show that / is not trade robust for A , a contradiction.
Claim 2. The real number c is a low failure iff there are sequences witnessing the failure of c for which ao occurs in none of the Y[.
Proof. Given any two sequences that witness the fact that c is a low failure, simply shift each occurrence of üq among the Y[ to the corresponding X\. At the same time choose an equal number of occurrences of üq among the Y¡ and shift these to the corresponding X¡. Again, it is easy to see that 3 and 4 are preserved, and the resulting sequences are the desired kind of witness to the low failure of c.
Claim 3. The real number c is a high failure iff there are sequences witnessing the failure of c for which ao occurs in none of the Y,.
Proof. Analogous to that of Claim 2.
Claim 4. If c is a low failure and c' < c, then c' is also a low failure.
Proof. Any sequences that witness the fact that c is a low failure will also witness the fact that c' is a low failure, since condition 3 is preserved by decreasing c in such a witness.
Claim 5. If c is a high failure and c' > c then c' is also a high failure.
Proof. Analogous to that of Claim 4.
Claim 6. No failure can be both a low failure and a high failure.
Proof. Assume, for contradiction, that c is a low failure as witnessed by (*) (XxUYx,...,XkuYk) and
(chosen as in Claim 2) and at the same time a high failure as witnessed by (**) (C/1UF1,...,L7/UF/) and (U{ U,V{\ ..'.", t/j U-K/)
(chosen as in Claim 3). Thus, we have k, I < 22 "° ~x . Assume that \{i: üq e Y¡}\ = s and \{i: ao e V/}\ = t. Consider the sequence of "unprimed" coalitions obtained by repeating each unprimed coalition X¡\JY¡ in (*) a total of t times and each unprimed coalition UiUV¡ in (**) a total of s times, together with the sequence of "primed" coalitions obtained in a similar way from the primed coalitions in (*) and (**). In the combined system, ao occurs st times among the Y, and no times among the V¡, and it occurs st times among the V{ and no times among the Yf . Thus, if we now shift üq from the Y¡ to the corresponding X¡ and from the V/ to the corresponding U[, then condition (4) is preserved. It is also easy to see that condition (3) is preserved, since we are reducing each of the two relevant sums by exactly «9 times t times c. Moreover, the length of the sequences in the combined system is at most 2 /^'"-'-^"oiii-A2 This is, of course, just 22 _1, and thus we have a contradiction in the form of a witness to the fact that / is not trade robust for A . Proof. From Claim 7.
Claim 9. If c is the supremum of the low failures then c is itself a low failure.
Proof. Assume not. Then for some sequence C\ < c2 < ■■■ converging to c there exists a single pair of sequences of coalitions that simultaneously shows that each c, is a low failure. But then, since we have that for each j, Proof. As in Claim 9.
Hence, the low failures make up an interval closed on the right, and the high failures make up an interval closed on the left that is disjoint from it. This leaves a nonempty open interval of values which are not failures.
Added in proof. Our original proof of the characterization theorem, which did use separation of polytopes, is apparently less capable of being mined for additional information.
For example, in a forthcoming paper we show how similar ideas can be used to construct an algorithm for determining the range of possible weights for a voter.
